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Abstract

In the Robot Vision Laboratory of Purdue Univer�
sity� we have developed two robust architectures for
vision�guided mobile robot navigation in indoor en�
vironments� The �rst approach� FINALE� enables
the robot to autonomously navigate in hallways at
speeds around �m�min through vision�based position�
updating� utilizing a geometrical map� model�based rea�
soning and Kalman �ltering� The performance of
the navigation is not impaired by the presence of sta�
tionary or moving obstacles� The second approach�
FUZZY�NAV�� performs vision�based navigation in a
more human�friendly manner� utilizing simply a topo�
logical map and the combination of neural networks
and fuzzy logic� This approach also allows the robot
to simultaneously navigate and avoid obstacles� both
static and dynamic� In this paper� we describe the
above two approaches and show experimental results
to demonstrate the e�ectiveness and the robustness of
our approaches�

� Introduction

In recent years� there has been increasing interest
in using robots to perform mundane tasks that re�
quire mobility in such environments as hospitals� fac�
tory plants� nuclear reactor sites� underwater sites�
and battle�elds�

Two divergent research areas have emerged in the
mobile robotics community� In autonomous land ve�
hicle research� the goal is to develop a vehicle that can
navigate at relatively high speeds using sensory feed�
back in outdoor environments such as �elds or roads�
These vehicles require massive computational power
and powerful sensors in order to adapt their perception
and control capabilities to the high speed of motion in
complicated outdoor environments�
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The second area of the research deals with mobile
robots which are designed to work in indoor envi�
ronments or in relatively controlled outdoor environ�
ments� As we will show in this paper� such robots
provide testbeds for solving research problems in per�
ception� planning and control�

When we attempt to use a mobile robot in such
real indoor environments� the robot can never follow
pre�planned paths exactly because of motion uncer�
tainties and unexpected obstacles� Therefore� vision�
based position updating is an important issue in mo�
bile robotics research� In this paper� we will discuss
such issues� focusing mainly on vision�based updating
of robot positions and motion trajectories� First we
will brie�y review research in vision�based navigation�
We will then present two approaches to vision�based
navigation which have been developed in the Robot
Vision Laboratory at Purdue University� considering
the following two situations� �	
 when a geometric
map of the environment is provided� and ��
 when
only a topological map is provided to the robot� We
will also show experimental results to demonstrate the
e�ectiveness of these approaches�

� Related Work in Vision�Guided Mo�
bile Robot Navigation

In vision�guided mobile robotics� three major re�
search areas have been paid much attention� map�
building� map�based navigation� and tracking�based
navigation�

When a robot is located in an unknown environ�
ment� the robot needs to explore the environment in
order to build its map� Such maps are then used for
subsequent navigation tasks� Map�building by mobile
robots typically utilizes a sequence of images taken by
single or stereo cameras �� �� 	�� 	���

For map�based navigation� Sugihara 	�� and Atiya
and Hager �� developed methods for the robot pose



estimation when a �D landmark map is given to the
robot without any information about the robot posi�
tion and orientation�

Another approach to map�based navigation is the
use of a �D CAD model of environments to estimate
the robot position and orientation� In this approach�
an approximate location of the robot is given to the
robot in a partially known environment� In order to
perform an automatic landmark selection and an e��
cient landmark recognition� Fennema� Hansen� et al�
��� Tsubouchi and Yuta ���� Kak and Andress ���
Kosaka and Kak ��� Christensen� et al� �� use a sim�
ple �D CAD model of the environment to generate an
expectation view and to compare it with an actual im�
age taken by the robot for the robot pose estimation�

Tracking�based navigation keeps track of static
landmarks �targets
 in the environment to generate
an adequate motion of the robot 	�� Other interesting
approaches on vision�guided mobile robot navigation
are found in 	�� 	���

� FINALE� Geometrical Approach

This section presents our �rst approach to vision�
guided mobile robot navigation using a geometric map
of the environment �� ��� This approach� the combi�
nation of model�based reasoning and Kalman �ltering�
enables us to design robust reasoning and control ar�
chitectures for vision�guided mobile robot navigation
in indoor environments� The robot is capable of au�
tonomously navigating in hallways at speeds around
� m�min� using vision for self�location and sonars for
collision avoidance� The performance of this robot is
not impaired by the presence of stationary or moving
objects in the hallways� The robot simply treats ev�
erything that is not in its geometrical model base as
visual clutters� By maintaining models of uncertain�
ties and their growth during navigation� the robot is
able to place bounds on where it should look for impor�
tant visual landmarks� this gives the robot immunity
against visual clutters�

��� Architecture of FINALE

Fig� 	 depicts the model�based reasoning and con�
trol architecture called FINALE� A human supervisor
provides a rough estimate of the initial robot posi�
tion and the goal position to the robot� Given these
initial and goal positions� the Task Organizer orga�
nizes the overall control of navigation on a real�time
basis by monitoring status reports from other mod�
ules in the system� The Task Organizer �rst requests
the Global Motion Planner to create a global path
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Figure 	� Overall architecture of FINALE�

from the current position to the goal position� When
the Global Motion Planner returns the path consist�
ing of a sequence of linear translational and rotational
moves� the Task Organizer requests the Local Motion
Controller to navigate the robot on the planned path�
avoid obstacles� and monitor the growth of uncertainty
in the robot position� The Obstacle Detector contin�
uously uses an ultrasonic sonar ring mounted in front
of the robot to acquire the range information about
obstacles� When an obstacle is detected� the Local
Motion Controller reduces the speed of the motion
and �nds a free space for motion so that the robot
can successfully avoid the obstacle�

The Uncertainty Manager continuously monitors
the positional uncertainty of the robot every ���msec�
in terms of the mean vector and the covariance matrix
of the robot position vector as shown in Fig� ��a
� If
the positional uncertainty is too large for subsequent
motions� the Local Motion Controller issues a self�
location request to Task Organizer and stops the mo�
tion� Upon receiving the request for self�location� the
Task Organizer �rst requests the Perception Planner
to determine the best viewing angle to perform self�
location based on the number of visible landmarks in
a scene expectation map� If the current orientation is
not suitable for the self�location exercise� the Percep�
tion Planner will produce a motion command that will
lead the robot to a better view with a larger number
of visible landmarks� Once the robot rotates to the
direction determined by the Perception Planner� the
Self�Location Module starts a self�location exercise by



�rst obtaining a camera image from a single TV Cam�
era� On detecting that the self�location process has
started� the Task Organizer issues a restart motion
command to the Local Motion Controller�
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Figure �� Shown here is the growth in the xy�position
uncertainty of the robot� Ellipses shown in the �gure
represent one unit of Mahalanobis distance from the
mean positions� �a	 The robot starts moving with a
small uncertainty at point A� While avoiding obstacles�
the robot maneuvering toward point C� The robot tem�
porally stops at point B where a camera image is taken
for a self�location exercise� �b	 A self�location exercise
is being executed while the robot is moving from point
B to point C� At point C� the Self�Location Module
accomplishes the task� and the new position estimate
B
 for the point B is obtained� Then the retroactive
updating of the robot positions along the path from B
to C is carried out using the motion history stored in
the Uncertainty Manager� The new position estimates
are displayed from B
 to C
�

If the Self�Location Module reports success� the
Task Organizer will request the Local Motion Con�
troller to stop motion� and will then send to the Local
Motion Controller the updated position uncertainty�
Since the robot is no longer at the location where the
camera image for self�location was taken� the Local
Motion Controller will request the Uncertainty Man�
ager to re�estimate the current position using the mo�
tion history stored in the Uncertainty Manager� This
process is called the retroactive updating of the robot

position� �See Fig� ��b
�

After the self�location exercise and the retroactive

updating of position uncertainty are accomplished� the
Task Organizer will issue to the Global Motion Plan�
ner the request for replanning a path from the cur�
rently updated position to the goal position� The
robot will then start moving again toward the goal�

The above process will be iterated until the robot
reaches the �nal goal position� The decision of ter�
mination is made by the Uncertainty Manager on a
real�time basis by monitoring the di�erence of the co�
ordinates between the current and goal positions�

��� Motion Uncertainty

We assume the robot is navigating on a perfectly
�at �oor that exists in the xy�plane of a world coordi�
nate frame �xw� yw� zw
� We assume that the robot is
located in the position �px� py
 in the world coordinate
frame with orientation angle �� As the robot travels�
its position is de�ned by the �D vector p � �px� py� �
�
The problem of the position updating is� therefore� to
estimate vector p by visual observations�

The motion commands issued forth by the Local
Motion Controller are either pure translations or pure
rotations� Obviously� due to di�erential slippage in
the wheels and other e�ects� the actual location and
the orientation of the robot will always di�er from the
commanded location or orientation� We have carried
out exhaustive experimental studies on the discrepan�
cies between the commanded motions and the actual
executed motions and thus constructed models of de�
pendence of positional uncertainty in response to mo�
tion commands� Our experiments corroborate the as�
sumption made earlier by Smith and Cheeseman 	���
Kriegman et al� 	��� and others that positional errors
for a mobile robot can be modeled by Gaussian distri�
butions and can be characterized by second order dis�
tributions� Therefore� if p and p� denote the position
vectors of the robot before and after a commanded
motion where p is a Gaussian random vector with the
mean �p and the covariance �p� then we may claim
that p� is also a Gaussian random vector with the
mean vector �p� and the covariance matrix ��

p
� The re�

lationship between �p and ��
p
is evidently a function of

the length of a commanded translation and the degree
of a commanded rotation� From the empirically con�
structed models of uncertainty growth� it is straight�
forward to compute ��

p
from �p� Of course� in real�

ity� the overall motion of the robot will be a sequence
of commanded translations and rotations� By invok�
ing the uncertainty propagation formula separately for
each commanded translation and each commanded ro�



tation� we can easily construct the uncertainties that
would apply at the end of any robot travel�

Fig� ��a
 is a record of growth of uncertainty dur�
ing an actual run of the robot in which the robot had
to maneuver around an obstacle� In this �gure� the
robot starts moving from point A with a small initial
uncertainty� Each uncertainty ellipse indicates the size
of uncertainty in the xy position in the world coordi�
nate frame� More precisely� one unit of Mahalanobis
distance from the mean position is shown� In the ar�
chitecture shown in Fig� 	� the Uncertainty Manager
keeps track of the uncertainty as the robot responds to
the commanded motions from the Local Motion Con�
troller�

��� Vision�Based Self�Location

We will brie�y explain how the Self�Location Mod�
ule performs a vision�based self�location with the help
of a �D CADmodel of the environment and the predic�
tion of motion uncertainties� Fig� � shows the process
of our self�location algorithm�
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Figure �� Process of self�location algorithm�

��� Prediction of visible landmarks

Using a CAD model of the environment and an
initial estimate of the predicted mean values of the
robot position vector� FINALE �rst generates a scene
expectation map �expectation view
 from the camera
viewpoint� Fig� � shows the expectation map with
white lines superimposed on an actual image taken by
the camera mounted on the robot� From this expec�
tation map� line segments whose lengths in the view

are larger than a prespeci�ed threshold are selected as
visible model landmarks �features
 so as to be easily
extracted from an image�

Figure �� A camera image taken for self�location� The
white lines superimposed here indicate a scene expec�
tation map rendered from a �D model of the hallway�

A key element of this vision�based navigation is
the propagation of the robot position uncertainty into
both the camera image and the feature space in which
many of image features used for model matching are
easily extracted� In fact� the locational uncertainty of
model landmark features in the camera image �expec�
tation map
 can also be predicted by the mean vector
and the covariance matrix� Such a propagation can be
realized by propagating the prediction error covariance
�p of the robot position vector p into both the cam�
era image and the feature space� using the Jacobian
matrices of the transformations involved ���

The uncertainty propagated into the camera image
bounds the regions where the model landmarks should
exist in the camera image� For example� we are able
to de�ne such a region by applying an appropriate
threshold to the covariance� We will call this region
the uncertainty region in the camera image�

Similarly� we can propagate the robot position un�
certainty to a feature space such as the Hough space
��� The Hough space� formed by the Hough trans�
form� is speci�ed by two parameters ��� �
 to repre�
sent a line in the camera image � the perpendicular
distance � from the image origin to the line� and the
orientation angle � of the normal vector to the line�

��� Extraction of image features

For each model landmark feature� image features
are extracted only from its uncertainty region in the
camera image� Since we use the Hough transform to
extract image features� this extraction process is facil�
itated by applying the Hough transform to only un�
certainty regions in the Hough space�

To give the readers a sense of the magnitude of



the propagated uncertainty� we have shown in Fig� �
the uncertainty ellipses associated with the endpoints
of the edges shown in the superimposed expectation
map in Fig� �� These ellipses correspond to one unit
of Mahalanobis distance� We only need to extract line
features from the uncertainty regions projected into
both the image and the Hough space� which gives FI�
NALE great immunity against visual clutters� Fig� �
shows extracted image features corresponding to the
visible model landmark features in Fig� ��

Figure �� Ellipses shown represent the uncertainties
associated with the endpoints of the linear model fea�
tures in Fig� ��

Figure �� Linear features extracted from the camera
image are imposed on the image� Note that the image
features are only extracted within appropriate uncer�
tainty regions of the image�

��� Updating of robot position vector
through optimal correspondence search

Due to visual occlusions and background condi�
tions� the line extraction by the Hough transform may
extract more than one image feature in the uncertainty
region� In order to precisely estimate the robot posi�
tion vector p� we need to �nd a correct correspon�
dence between model landmarks and image features�

Our algorithm performs an optimal correspondence
search using parametric reasoning for model and im�
age feature relations� This algorithm� performing a
constrained search� is veri�ed to be robust even in the
presence of occlusion and a large displacement of ex�
pectations and actual views ���

A key idea of this constrained search is that a sin�
gle match between a model landmark and an image
feature constrains the robot position uncertainty� up�
dating the statistics of the uncertainty� In practice� we
use the Kalman �lter to realize this updating� Given
a single match of model landmark and image feature�
robot position uncertainty represented by the pair of
the mean vector and the error covariance matrix is
updated to the pair of the new mean vector and the
new covariance matrix� Since this update reduces the
robot position uncertainty� it also reduces the uncer�
tainty regions in both image and feature spaces for
other model landmarks� and therefore allows subse�
quent model landmarks to be easily matched to image
features in the subsequent search process� In addition�
the new estimate of the robot position vector is indeed
obtained as the by�product of the Kalman �lter�based
updating�

In the actual steps of the search process� the algo�
rithm looks for an optimal correspondence in a branch�
and�bound depth��rst search mode with appropriate
optimality criteria� See more details in ���

Figure �� Matched model features are projected back
into the camera image� For this projection process� we
use the estimated mean position of the robot to demon�
strate the accuracy of the position estimation�

To show how precisely FINALE can calculate the
exact position of the robot� Fig�� depicts a reprojec�
tion into the camera image of those model landmarks
that were used by the Kalman �lter for �nding corre�
spondences with the image features�
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Figure �� Shown here are pictures of the front and the
rear of our mobile robot�

��� Experimental Results

Fig� � shows our mobile robot which contains a
Cybermation K�A platform and a VME�based com�
puting hardware� The VME card cage contains
a MC����� microprocessor based MVME	�� single�
card computer� an Imaging Technology frame grab�
ber� and a sonar transducer board� A semi�ring of �ve
ultrasonic sonars provides the range information for
obstacle avoidance� The MVME	�� board runs the
VxWorks real�time operating system�

We remark here that the navigation experiments
succeeded roughly ��� of the time� This number was
obtained by conducting a large number of experiments
over a run of �� m of hallways with two�right angle
turn at both ends in the presence of unknown obsta�
cles such as humans and furniture� The self�location
experiments showed that the average positional er�
ror was � cm and the orientational error ��� degree�
while the average time needed for self�location was ��
seconds which allowed the robot to navigate roughly
at � m�min speed�

� FUZZY�NAV� Topological Approach

We report here another robust vision�based control
architecture for indoor mobile�robot navigation named
FUZZY�NAV 	�� 	���y On one hand� this architecture
takes advantage of the high�throughput of neural net�
works for the processing of camera images� On the
other� it employs fuzzy logic to deal with the uncer�
tainty in the inferences drawn from the vision data�

yFUZZY�NAV is the extension of our previous work called
NEURO�NAV in �	�
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Figure �� Architecture of FUZZY�NAV�

Note that the architecture we present in this paper
allows our robot to simultaneously navigate and avoid
obstacles� both static and dynamic�

As indicated in the previous section� the FINALE
system is heavily geometrical� in the sense that it re�
quires that a �D model of the hallways be known�

Our next architecture� FUZZY�NAV� presented in
	�� 	��� is more human�friendly� in the sense that it
used topological models of hallways� From the topo�
logical models of space the path planner in FUZZY�
NAV outputs a sequence of navigation commands like
�straight to the second T�junction� turn right� straight
to the third door on the left��� In executing these com�
mands� the robot invokes an ensemble of neural net�
works for steering control� With the same hardware
as for FINALE� the FUZZY�NAV system is able to
generate a steering command every three seconds�

��� Architecture of FUZZY�NAV

As depicted in Fig��� the heart of the FUZZY�NAV
system is the Fuzzy Supervisory Controller connected
to a human supervisor and several peripheral modules�

��� Hallway Follower

The Hallway Follower consists of two competing
neural networks that help the robot stay in the mid�
dle of the hallway when no obstacles are present� Fig�
	� shows the structure of the Hallway Follower� Dif�
ferent regions of the Hough transform of the camera
image are fed into the input nodes of these neural net�
works� The two neural networks together have ten
output nodes corresponding to the following steering
commands� left��� left��� left��� left��� go�straight
right��� right��� right��� right��� and no�decision�
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Figure 	�� The structure of the Hallway Follower is
shown here� The distinct regions of a Hough map are
fed into two di�erent networks for hallway following�

��� Distance�to�Junction Estimation Module

The Distance�to�Junction Estimation Module gives
the robot a sense of how far it is to a hallway junction�
Certain regions of the Hough space representation of
the camera image correspond to those straight lines
in a hallway that are horizontal but perpendicular to
the hallway in which the robot is traveling� By feeding
these regions of the Hough space into an appropriately
trained neural network� an estimate of the distance
to the end of the hallway can be constructed� The
output nodes of this network are far� near� close and
no�decision�

��� Obstacle Avoidance Module

The Obstacle Avoidance Module in Fig�� consists
of a semi�ring of ultrasonic sensors� Through these
sensors� the module can estimate both the direction of
and the distance to the obstacle� When the distance to
the obstacle falls below a certain preset threshold� the
Collision Avoidance Module interrupts the CPU and
takes over the Robot Control Module� As long as an
obstacle can be detected by any of the sonar sensors�
the Robot Control Module remains completely under
the control of the Obstacle Avoidance Module� When
no obstacles are detected� control reverts back to the
Fuzzy Supervisory Controller�

��� Landmark Detector

The Landmark Detector contains neural networks�
each specialized for a speci�c recognition task� One
of the main neural networks is for recognizing door
frames of closed doors from a certain range of perspec�
tives� This module� obviously of critical importance if

our robot is to succeed in simultaneous navigation and
object �nding� is still undergoing development and re�
�nement in our laboratory�

�	� Path Planner

The Path Planner uses a topological model of the
hallways and the information supplied by the human
about the desired destination location to spit out a
sequence of navigational commands� For example� for
the hallway shown in Fig�	�� if the destination point
is close to Rm	��b� the path planner will issue the
following commands to the Fuzzy Supervisory Con�
troller�

follow�corridor�

stop�at�junction�

turn�right�at�junction�

follow�corridor�

stop�at�deadend�

��� Vision�Based Fuzzy Supervisory Con�
trol

It is clear that the Fuzzy Supervisory Controller
uses the information received from the Hallway Fol�
lower� the Distance�to�Junction Estimator� and the
Landmark Detector neural networks to decide how to
control the robot� This control must of course be in
accordance with the sequence of top�level commands
received initially from the Path Planner� The Fuzzy
Supervisory Controller actually uses three linguistic
variables� distance�to�junction� turn�angle� distance�
to�travel� Associated with these linguistic variables
are a total of sixteen fuzzy terms� The linguistic vari�
able turn�angle represents the rotational command for
the robot to face straight to the hallway while nav�
igating� The variable distance�to�junction represents
the estimate of the distance from the robot position to
the hallway junction� The linguistic variable distance�
to�travel stands for the current best estimate of how
far the robot should plan on traveling straight bar�
ring any encounters with obstacles� While the values
of the linguistic variables turn�angle and distance�to�
junction are derived from the vision data by one of
the neural networks� the linguistic variable distance�
to�travel is given a value by the �ring of one or more
rules in the Supervisory Controller� As with all sys�
tems using fuzzy logic� the membership functions for
the terms were obtained empirically 	���

The Fuzzy Supervisory Controller� in reality� is
based on our fuzzy expert system shell 	��� There are
two important aspects for the workings of the Fuzzy
Supervisory Controller� First� unlike the more tradi�
tional rule�based systems� a rule is possibly �red even



when the data and the rule�antecedent are not identi�
cal patterns� For example� a fact like

�turn�angle right���


can match a rule antecedent like

�turn�angle right���


if there is an overlap between the membership func�
tions for right��� and right���� The second aspect is
when the Fuzzy Supervisory Controller asserts multi�
ple fuzzy terms for the same linguistic variable� their
membership functions must be combined after they
are weighted in accordance with the dictates of fuzzy
logic 		�� And� then the composite membership func�
tions must be defuzzi�ed to yield a single numerical
value for� say� the turn angle for the robot� The reader
is referred to 	�� 	�� for the implementation details
regarding how to ful�ll those aspects and other im�
portant details�

We now explain how the vision�based fuzzy con�
trol will be performed with the neural networks by
the Fuzzy Supervisory Controller� Fig�		 shows the
�ow of control for processing individual navigational
commands issued either by the Path Planner or by a
human� As mentioned before� the robot is supplied
with an initial location and a �nal destination� both
described using minimal metrical information� Using
the topological model of the hallways� the path plan�
ner then generates a sequence of commands� Assume
that the sequence is the same as before and that the
�rst of the commands is �follow�corridor�� The Fuzzy
Supervisory Controller invokes the neural networks in
the Hallway Follower to ful�ll this command� To feed
the appropriate information into the input nodes of
these neural networks� the system grabs an image�
initially of size �	� � ���� downsamples the image
to size �� � ��� and applies an edge detector to this
image� as shown in Fig� 		� The extracted edges are
mapped into the Hough space and di�erent regions of
the Hough space fed into di�erent networks 	���

The important point to note about supervisory con�
trol is that all three modules that use vision data �
the Hallway Follower� the Distance�to�Junction Esti�
mator� and the Landmark Detector � take their input
from the Hough representation of the camera image�
For each camera image� all the three modules are �red
sequentially� Therefore� immediately after each steer�
ing command generated by the Hallway Follower� the
Supervisory Controller has available to it an estimate
of the distance to the next junction in the hallway� See
	�� for more discussions on fuzzy supervisory control�
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Figure 		� Flow of control for processing individual
navigational commands issued by the Path Planner�

��� Experimental Results

Fig� 	� shows a downsampled camera image in the
left upper corner� the extracted edges are shown in the
right upper image� The edge image is then mapped
into the Hough space� Di�erent regions of the Hough
space are used as input for the di�erent neural net�
works in the system� The portion d�� d�� � ��� ��� is
used as input region for the Hallway Follower mod�
ule� whereas the portion of the Hough space bounded
by d�� d�� � ��� ��� is used as input for the Distance�
to�Junction Estimator Module� The lower left in Fig�
	� shows that part of the Hough space derived from
the edge image of upper right which is used as input
to Hallway Follower Module� The lower right shows
that part which is used as input to the Distance�to�
Junction Estimator Module�

On the CRT display of the robot as shown in Fig���
composite images such as the one in Fig� 	� pop up as
the robot is navigating down the hallway� As the vi�
sion data is processed by each of the three vision�based
modules� one of the three iconic �gures displayed in
Fig� 	� also pops up� For example� after the Hallway
Follower has processed part of the Hough space of the
camera image shown in Fig� 	�� the iconic �gure at the
upper left in Fig� 	� pops up on the display� In this



Figure 	�� Shown here are the downsampled image on
the left upper corner� the extracted edges on the left
lower corner� the Hough space for generating the steer
command on the right upper corner and the Hough
space of the horizontal lines for generating the distance
estimate on the right lower corner�

example� the output node right �� lights up� meaning
that the Hallway Follower is recommending that the
robot turn to the right by 	� degrees in order to stay
in the middle of the hallway� Subsequently� the iconic
�gure shown at the upper right shows up� this corre�
sponds to the output node far lights up� Therefore�
the Distance�to�Junction Estimator is indicating that
the distance to the junction is far� All of this informa�
tion is fed into the Fuzzy Supervisor Controller� When
this happens� the iconic �gure at the bottom in Fig�
	� pops up on the screen� This �gure shows that the
Fuzzy Supervisory Controller takes in the recommen�
dations far for distance to junction and right��� for
the turn angle and issues forth its decisions regarding
what the robot actions should be� As the iconic dia�
gram shows� in this case a total of three rules were �red
that made assertions about how far the robot should
continue to travel in a straight line� two of these as�
serted that the value of the linguistic variable distance�
to�travel should be long while one rule asserted that it
should be medium� The same three rules also asserted
that the the value of the linguistic variable turn�angle
should be zero� right��� and right���� The defuzzi�ca�
tion of these assertions made by the Fuzzy Supervisory
Controller result in the values of ��� feet for the lat�
est estimate of how far the robot should travel before
expecting to see the junction and that the turn angle
at this time should be � degrees in order to bring the

robot to approximately the middle of the hallway�

( a ) ( b )

( c )

Figure 	�� Shown here are the outputs of the neural
networks given the Hough spaces in Fig� �� and the
outputs of fuzzy inference engine�

Fig� 	� shows a typical run of the robot controlled
by FUZZY�NAV with human obstacles� The robot
must work around the obstacle as it tries to reach its
destination� During this maneuvering around the ob�
stacle� the robot is completely under the control of
the Obstacle Avoidance Module� After the robot has
cleared the obstacle� it resumes its normal vision�based
navigation to the destination point� The Obstacle
Avoidance Module is also invoked if the robot gets
too close to any of the walls�

� Conclusions

In this paper� we discussed vision�based mobile
robot navigation using the vision�based updating of
the robot motion� We presented two approaches
to vision�guided navigation� geometrical approach
�FINALE
 and topological approach �FUZZY�NAV
�
Through actual experiments� we demonstrated the ro�
bustness of our approaches of model�based vision to
hallway navigation� Currently� we are working on en�
hancing the level of intelligence for the mobile robot so
that the robot can go beyond just navigation and also
engage in more complex tasks such as simultaneously
�nding objects while it is navigating in a dynamic en�
vironment�



Human
Obstacles

initial orientation
of the robot

Figure 	�� A typical run under FUZZY�NAV control�
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